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All you need to know about  
pre-authorisations with DCC
How you should handle DCC on pre-authorisations

Complete the sale

Customer 
not present - 
complete in the 
same currency 
as the pre-auth  

Ring fence funds 
ready for payment

Held time has 
run out

Higher value

15
28

days on 
credit cards

days on  
debit cards

Reasons to offer  
DCC to customers

Top-up if 
things change

They’ll know the exact 
amount in home currency

They can track available 
card balance

Improved customer 
experience

Increase business 
revenues

Customer present - 
offer DCC again and 
complete as advised 
by customer
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How you should handle DCC on pre-authorisations

When your customer provides their card for pre-auth, 
your Elavon terminal will automatically identify if the  
pre-auth is eligible for currency conversion. As the 
terminal is enabled for DCC you must offer the customer 
the option to complete the pre-auth in their home 
currency because: 

1.  The customer will know the exact amount  
of the ‘hold’ in their own currency

2.  The customer can better track their available balance

3.  Visa and Mastercard require all DCC eligible 
customers to be offered currency conversion,   
both at pre-auth and completion

A pre-auth is a temporary hold, of a specific amount, 
on a customer’s card. No funds are debited from the 
customer’s account. 

On your Elavon terminal, select ‘Pre-auth’, from the main 
menu. Follow your company guidelines on the amount 
of the pre-auth and offer currency conversion when 
prompted on screen. 

If the customer agrees to DCC, the pre-auth  
is immediately converted into the customers home 
currency

If the customer declines DCC, the customer’s bank will 
convert the pre-auth later using their exchange rate

Customers should check this with their bank.

•  Credit card pre-auths may hold up to 15 days

•  Debit card pre-auths may hold up to 28 days

•  Customers  who have a pre-auth still holding beyond 
this time should contact their card issuer

How long does a pre-auth hold?

•  Use top-up auth if you expect that the customer’s final 
bill will be greater than the original pre-auth amount

•  The top-up auth must be in the same currency as the 
original auth

•  A top-up auth will also extend the hold time  
of the original pre-auth

•  A top-up can be done anytime up to check-out

When to do a ‘top-up auth?

How do I do a pre-auth?

What is a pre-auth?

Why offer a pre-auth with DCC?
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How to easily manage DCC at completion 

All pre-auths must be completed or reversed.  
At check-out select ‘Completion’ from the main  
menu on the Elavon terminal, enter the ‘Host 
Reference Number’ found on the pre-auth  
receipt and enter the final bill amount.  

Your next action depends on whether the customer  
is present at check-out or not, proceed as follows:

Customer present transactions:  
Offer DCC to eligible cardholders, by advising of the 
exchange rate, the local  and home currency price,  
along with the associated charges. Complete the 
transaction as advised by the customer

Customer not present transactions:  
You must process the ‘Completion’ in the same 
currency as the pre-auth transaction

A reversal cancels the pre-auth and should  
be used when:

•  The customer is paying the final bill with  
a different card than that used during pre-auth

•  The customer informs you that a pre-auth  
is still  holding after check-out

When should I use a reversal?

•  When the completion is less than the pre-auth  
amount, the unused part of the pre-auth is released  
by the customer’s card issuer

•  When the completion amount is greater than the 
pre-auth amount,  the terminal will automatically seek 
authorisation for the part of the transaction that is not 
covered by the existing pre-auth and complete the 
transaction without any further intervention

What happens if the completion amount  
is different from the pre-auth amount?
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With contactless and now mobile wallet growing in popularity, 
it is important to consider how to handle these types of 
transactions for currency conversion. 

All you need to  
know about DCC  
on contactless cards 
and mobile wallets

With a contactless payment, there is no need for your 
customer to put their card into the terminal and enter their 
PIN. Your customer simply holds their card against the 
terminal for payment, often referred to as ‘Touch & Pay’. 

A mobile wallet is a credit or debit card stored on an 
app on a mobile phone or other digital device, such as a 
tablet. It replaces the physical card with a digital format 
that can be used to make payments on contactless 
enabled terminals Mobile wallet payments work similar 
to as contactless card payment – simply ‘Touch & Pay’ 
on the terminal. 

Currently the contactless limit is £30, this means that 
a transaction up to this amount can be processed by 
simply holding the card over the terminal. There are 
some cards and mobile wallet apps that allow customers 
to use contactless payments above this limit. Your 
Elavon terminal will automatically recognise these cards/
mobile wallet app and process the transactions as 
contactless transactions. 

Transactions under £30: 
DCC is available for transactions under the contactless 
limit, when the card is inserted in to the terminal  
as a Chip & PIN transaction.

•  If the customer would like to pay in their 
own currency using DCC, they must enter their  
card into the terminal and currency conversion  
will be prompted. Offer DCC to eligible cardholders, 
by advising of the exchange rate, the local  and home 
currency price, along with the associated charges.  
Then advise the customer how to complete the 
transaction by pressing the accept/reject DCC button.  

•  If the customer would rather ’Touch  & Pay’,  
DCC will not be offered

Transactions over £30:  
The majority of transactions over £30 are processed as 
Chip & PIN transactions.

•  Only cards that are enabled for higher value 
contactless transactions can be processed in  
a contactless manner and DCC will be offered for  
these transactions

Is DCC available on contactless payments? What are contactless payments?

What are mobile wallet payments?

What is the contactless limit?
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Currency conversion can be offered to customers 
who provide their card details over the phone or 
by secured encrypted email. This may occur when 
taking a deposit from a customer or a customer is 
settling their final bill. No matter what the scenario, 
when the customer is not present (sometimes 
referred to as CNP transaction) there are guidelines 
to follow to ensure all customers are offered  
DCC in the correct manner. 

All you need to know to take DCC 
payments by phone and email

Explain to the customer that, Dynamic Currency 
Conversion is a service whereby the transaction 
can be converted today into their home currency 
at the fixed exchange rate which gives a final price 
in the customer’s home currency today. Or that the 
customer can instead, leave the transaction in the 
local currency and the transaction will be converted 
by the customer’s bank at their exchange rate, plus 
commission and any fees that apply 

Tell the customer each of the following:

i.  The sale amount in your local currency and the 
amount in their home currency

ii. The exchange rate on the screen 

iii.  That this Elavon exchange rate includes a margin 
(usually 3.5%) on rates provided by U.S. Bank

Explain

Tell

Ask the customer whether, based on the information 
you have provided, they would like to agree the final 
price in their home currency today (with DCC) or 
whether they would like to leave the transaction in the 
local currency (without DCC). Select the correct option 
on the Elavon payment solution depending on the 
customer’s response

Send the customer the final bill by email or post. If the 
customer accepted DCC, you must also email or post 
them a copy of the receipt from the terminal which 
shows all the DCC information

Ask

Send

Taking the customer card  
details by phone
At the stage in the call with the customer when you 
are entering the customer card details on the Elavon 
payment solution, you will be prompted to offer currency 
conversion. At this point you should:

Virtual cards received by email
Virtual cards are usually supplied by hotel reservation 
internet organisations such as Expedia or Booking.
com. Once a customer has made an online reservation 
through one of these sites, you will be contacted by the 
hotel reservation company with a virtual card, loaded 
with a specific amount to settle the customers bill. 

When processing these cards for payment, you must 
follow your company’s guidelines on applying DCC  
to these card types. 
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3 easy steps to 
maximising your 
DCC revenue

Motivate your team Monitor DCC activity Offer DCC to all 
eligible customers  
at pre-authorisation

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

When you offer customers  
the option of DCC at  
pre-authorisation, you are 
informing the customer of the 
amount of the ‘hold’ in their 
own currency. Should the 
customer say ‘yes’ to  
currency conversion, your 
Elavon terminal will print  
a pre-auth receipt with a 
pre-auth receipt with a full 
breakdown of all charges and 
a statement confirming you to 
do DCC at ‘Completion’ for 
express check-outs or when 
the guest is not present  
at check-out. 

Remember if DCC is not 
offered at pre-authorisation, 
the opportunity to complete 
the transaction with DCC when 
the customer is not present  
at check-out is not available. 

Staff Poster

DCC Training Guide

Guide to Elavon  
Best Rate

Inform your team about the 
benefits of implementing best 
practice for currency conversion 
with your customers.  
Simply steps include: 

•  Lead by example, when you 
offer currency conversion  
to customers

•  Support your team with DCC 
materials such as:

  •  Monitor your results, 
by department, on 
imerchantconnect.com 
and share this performance 
information with your team

Regularly check whether the 
team are offering the benefits 
of currency conversion in 
their conversations with every 
customer. The customer 
conversation must include  
one of these DCC benefits: 

• Final price

• Today’s fixed exchange rate

• Elavon Best Rate 

Having regular team 
conversations regarding 
customers questions on 
currency conversions leads  
to a team that feel confident 
talking to customers about 
currency conversion. 

Check out the staff poster 
for tips on how to answer 
customer questions.

http://imerchantconnect.com
https://www.elavon.co.uk/resource-centre/grow-your-business/dynamic-currency-conversion.html
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  Hit rate 
Track this monthly as it shows the percentage   
of eligible DCC sales that were actually converted  
using DCC. The higher this rate, the higher your revenue

Once you have implemented the steps  
to grow your DCC conversion rates you can 
track your DCC performance via your monthly 
statement or online at anytime.

Merchant Billing Statement

Reference Number : 00000-0000000000 
Statement Date : 00.00.0000 
Billing Period : 00-Month-0000-00-Month-0000

Page : 1 of 7

Elavon Merchant Services 
PO Box 56 

Arklow 
Co Wicklow 

Ireland 
www.elavon.ie

 Client Group: 00000 
 Parent Chain: 00000 
 Parent Entity: 00000 
 Principle Chain: 00000

ELAVON CUSTOMER 
FIRST ADDRESS LINE 
SECOND ADDRESS LINE 
THIRD ADDRESS LINE

Useful Information
Merchant ID No. : 1234567890 
Doing Business As (DBA Name) : CUSTOMER NAME 
Merchant VAT ID : 9B12345A 
Customer Service Telephone :  01850 20 21 20 
Fax Number : 014 89 71 92 
Customer Service Email Address : QUERIES@ELAVON.COM

Payable Invoice Number: 12345678  Cycle: C
Total Payable EUR 1,551.90

We will deduct the total payable amount from your account X0000 on or after 00-Month-00 in accordance with your Direct Debit  
Instructions

Summary 
Transactions Summary Number of Items EUR Amount Fees Summary Amount

Sales 6,451 213,266.12 Card Fees 1,305.61 
   Activity Fees 0.21 
   Other Fees (Taxable and Non Taxable) 233.00 
   Total Fees 1,538.82 
   VAT Amount 50.49 
   Rebate -37.41 
   Total 1,551.90 

Rebates
Rebate Description Rebate Volume Rebate Items Rebate Rebate Rebate Amount  
   Percentage Per Item

CASH BACK MSC - VISA DEBIT IRL -21,369.20 -477 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 
CASH BACK MSC - VISA BUS DB IRL -490.00 -10 0.6200 0.0000 -3.04 
CASH BACK MSC - MC DR & MAESTRO -950.00 -18 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 
DCC ACTUAL -2,291.57 58 -1.5000 0.0000 -34.37

Total Rebates     -37.41

DCC Information
 Hit Rate% Volume Item Count Rebate Earned Missed Rebate

DCC POTENTIAL  39,136.46 230 
DCC ACTUAL 54% 21,365.73 150 -213.66

DCC Missed  17,770.73 80  -177.70

Elavon Financial Services DAC. Registered in Ireland – Number 418442.  
Registered Office: Building 8, Cherrywood Business Park, Loughlinstown, Co. Dublin, D18 W319, Ireland.  
Directors: Bryan Calder (USA), John Dunning (USA), Craig Gifford (USA), Andrew Hastings (UK), Christopher Higgins (USA),  
Jeffrey W Jones (USA), Shailesh Kotwal (USA), Declan Lynch, Troy Remington (USA), Malcolm Towlson, Adrian Wrafter.   
Elavon Financial Services DAC, trading as Elavon Merchant Services, is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.  

1
2

3 4

5

Your monthly statement has a DCC section, which clearly shows:

Available exclusively online are two great reports that will give you valuable insights into your  
businesses DCC performance: 

DCC Terminal Performance Report 
The DCC Terminal Performance Report shows you  
the volume of DCC eligible transactions by terminal  
ID. This enables you to track and compare the DCC 
performance in different areas of the business and  
look at specific time periods. Tracking performance  
at a terminal level may provide valuable insights,  
such as a staff training requirements.

Volume per Card Issuing Country Report  
The Volume per Card Issuing Country Report  
enables you to see where your customers are  
coming from. This insight can assist targeting  
new business in specific location or ensure  
you have the right language support for  
staff management. 

Tracking your DCC Performance

By keeping track of your DCC conversion rate you will 
know the revenue you earned and also the additional 
revenue you could have earned.

1 2 3

4

  DCC potential  
Volume of transactions 
that were eligible for 
DCC that month

  DCC actual 
Volume of 
converted DCC 
transactions

  DCC missed 
This is the amount of unconverted DCC volume for that 
month and shows the missed revenue opportunity

  Rebate earned 
See your DCC 
revenue at a glance  

5

Why track DCC performance?

How to track DCC performance on iMerchantConnect

How to access these reports

Check out  
our statement 
guide for more 

information
Click here

The quickest and easiest way to view your  
statement and reports is on our comprehensive  
online reporting tool called iMerchantConnect. 

If you are not registered, you can do so at any time  
by going to imerchantconnect.com

https://www.elavon.co.uk/resource-centre/grow-your-business/dynamic-currency-conversion.html
http://imerchantconnect.com
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Want to know more? 
If you require any further help or information please contact 
your Relationship Manager.

Elavon Financial Services DAC 
Registered in Ireland with Companies Registration Office. The liability of the member is limited. United Kingdom branch registered in England and Wales under the number 
BR009373. Elavon Financial Services DAC, trading as Elavon Merchant Services, is authorised by Central Bank of Ireland and the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject 
to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority, and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on request.

Y2697v10518

Prev
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